Instructions

Le Veil iCigar DCH-12V5
We care about quality in cigars
Thank you for purchasing this Le Veil product. This digital cigar humidifier features indoor temperature,
humidity (expressed as relative humidity or RH), Temperature and humidity memory （3 days average, high/low)
and more. Please red this manual in its entirety to fully enjoy the benefits and features of this product. Please
keep this manual for future reference.
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1. LCD Hygrometer
2. Air ventilation/fan
3. Knob to open humidifier
4. Air vent
5. Sensor
6. Power input terminal (flat power cable)
6a. External fan terminal （sold separately)
7. External blue tooth adapter terminal （sold separately)
8. Water cartridges
9. Hole to refill distilled water and air ventilation
10. Connecting tabs
11. 3 rubber O-rings
12. Water line

Humidifier features
Compact fan and clear water tank design
Re-calibrating technology for accuracy
Maintains up to 5 CB-FT Humidors.

Initial Setup
A.

Press and hold the ‘MODE’ button for 3 seconds until the RH setting numbers blink on the display. Release the ‘MODE’ button
and use the ’UP’ and ‘DOWN’ buttons to raise or lower the humidity setting.

B.

The fan will draw off moisture automatically when humidity is lower than 1% of what it is set for (example: the humidity setting is
70% but the actual humidity is 69%). The fan will stop when humidity is higher than the humidity setting by 1% (for example: the
humidity setting is 70%, but the humidity is 71%).

C.

Quickly press ‘MODE’ to switch from C or F.

D.

Press the ‘UP“or ‘DOWN’ bottons to display the Max/Min humidity.
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Each Le Veil humidifier is equipped with a high quality capacitive humidity sensor; the same used in
commercial laboratories. Not all digital hygrometers are equipped with a capacitive humidity sensor. Most
digital hygrometers available to the public are equipped with resistive hygrometers which have a RH
variance of up to +-15%. Please make sure the hygrometer you are using to test the humidifier has a
capacitive humidity sensor in order to ensure accuracy.
The Le Veil humidifier allows you to manually adjust and re-calibrate its hygrometer using the steps
below. After adjusting, place the humidifier back into the humidor and allow 24 hours for accuracy.
To calibrate the humidifier,
Hold the ‘MODE’ button and adjust the meter with
the ‘UP’ and ‘Down’ Buttons.
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